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HARMONY WEEK 2006 
Statement by Minister for Citizenship and Multicultural Interests 

MS M.M. QUIRK (Girrawheen - Minister for Citizenship and Multicultural Interests) [9.19 am]:  I am 
very pleased to advise the house that Harmony Week 2006 begins next week on Wednesday, 15 March and 
continues until 21 March.  Harmony Week is unique to Western Australia and has proved an outstanding success 
since its inception in 2003.  Harmony Week provides an opportunity for all Western Australians to embrace 
cultural diversity and the many benefits this brings to our society.  At the same time it allows us to acknowledge 
that barriers still exist in the community.  These barriers, such as racism and discrimination, limit the ability of 
some groups and individuals to participate fully in various aspects of public life.  

In light of the increasing global focus on cultural and religious diversity and the influence of international 
conflicts and events on our local community, this Parliament must send a very clear message about racial 
harmony.  The message is that, regardless of our differences and our linguistic, religious, racial and ethnic 
backgrounds, all Western Australians are entitled to a fair go. 

Harmony Week enables Western Australians to take a stand against discrimination and racism in all its forms.  
This year many hundreds of Harmony Week events and initiatives, organised by community groups, schools, 
local governments and the state government, will be occurring across the state.  These events highlight how 
multiculturalism has shaped us as a dynamic, colourful and vibrant society. 

It is appropriate that Harmony Week focuses on our young people; those who have the ability to influence, but 
also be influenced by, community attitudes.  I am always encouraged by the enthusiasm, energy and open-
mindedness of the younger members of our community during Harmony Week.  Our responsibility as a society 
is to foster those positive attitudes and the inclusiveness that comes with them.  

Harmony Week commences with a launch at Mirrabooka Senior High School, one of the most culturally diverse 
schools in the state.  It will continue with events including a series of school conventions to be attended by more 
than 500 students in four regional centres and the metropolitan area, a presentation of multicultural community 
service awards and public concerts.  

The final day of Harmony Week, 21 March, coincides with the International Day for the Elimination of Racial 
Discrimination.  This marks the anniversary of the Sharpeville massacre in 1960.  On 21 March, 46 years ago, in 
the township of Sharpeville, South Africa, police opened fire on a peaceful protest against the apartheid regime’s 
pass laws and killed 69 people. 

As a fitting finale to Harmony Week on 21 March, Dr Frene Ginwala from South Africa has been invited to 
address the public of Western Australia by delivering the WA Universities Vice Chancellors’ Oration at the 
University of Notre Dame Australia in Fremantle.  Dr Ginwala was part of Nelson Mandela’s secretariat and a 
member of the group that negotiated the peaceful end of apartheid and the transition to democracy. 

I welcome the support and involvement of all members in Harmony Week 2006. 
 


